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General stable bundies arising as normal
bundies of projective curves.
Edoardo BALLICO and Luciana RAMELLA’
Abstract
Let X be a smooth projective curve of genus g =2. For ah
integers r,& with r > O let M(X;r,6) be the modulí seheme of
rank r stable vector bundíes on X with degree 6.
Here we prove that for ahí integers vi, d with vi > 3 and d >
(5n — 8)g + 2n2 — 5» + 4 there is a» open dense suhset S2 of
M<X; vi—1, (vi + 1)d+2g— 2) such that for every N Ef? there isa
non-degenerate degree d embedding of X in IP” with N as normal
bundie.
Por the proof we use reducible smoothahle curves.
Introduction
Let X be a smooth curve and 1 : X -4 IP” an embedding. We have an
exact sequence of bundies on X: O -4 Tx -4 f5Tpn —> IVj —* O. The
quotient N
1 is calla! the normal bundie of f. Pta C := f(X). The
bundie N1 is isomorphic to the normal bundie Nc of C, that is the dual
bundie of Io/T5 where Xc denotes the ideal sheaf of C.
Severa! properties of the embedding f of X are reflected by the
geometrical atid cohomological properties of the vector bundie Nc of
C = f(X). For instance the Hilbert scheme of IP” at C has H
0(C, IVa)
as tangent space, moreover, if h’ (C, Nc) = O, then it is smooth at C
and of dimension h0(C, Ncy).
‘Both authors were partially supported by MURST asid GNSAGA of
CNR (Italy).
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Furthermore, if the homogeneous ideal ofC is generated by forms of
degree < k then N,~(k) is spanned by its global sections.
Several results on smooth curves in IP” were prova! flnding suitable
reducible curves in IP” with “good” normal bundie.
Here we want to study the normal bundie Nc as an abstract bundle
on C ~ X. There is a natural question.
Which bundies on a smooth projective curve X are isomorphic to
bundíes arising as normal bundies of sorne non-degenerate embedding f
of X in 1P’?
The structure asid properties of the vector bundies on X depends on
the genus g of X. The cases g = O,g = 1 and g=2 have a very different
flavour because only ifg > 2 there are many stable bundíes on X.
From now on we will assume that X has genus y = 2. For alí
integers r,6 with r > O Iet M(X;r,6) be the moduil seherne of rank r
stable vector bundíes on X with degree 6. The scheme M(X; r, 6) is an
irreducible smooth variety of dimension r2(g — 1) + 1 (see [9]or [10]).
In this paper we prove the following result:
Tbeorem 1. Fiz ivitegersg,n,d with n>3 9=2 avid
d> (5» — 8)g + 2n2 — 5» + 4.
Leí X be o smooth projective curve ofgenus y. Thevi diere Ls a Zariski
open devise subsel Q of ihe modulí scherne M(X; vi—1, (vi + 1)d+2
9—2)
such thai for everij N E Q diere Ls a non-degenerate deyree d embedding
of X 1» IP” with N os normal buvidie.
We think that the lower bound o» d in the statement of Theorem 1
is not optimal. Let Hom~(X, IP”) be the scheme of alí degree d non-
degenerate embeddings of X into IP”. The comparison of the dimension
oftheschemes Hom~(X,)P”) and M(X;n— 1,(n+1)d+29—2) shows
that a rather large Jower bound on d is necessary fray (u + 1)(d — u —
y) + y =(u — 1)2(g — 1) + 1 for non-special embeddings).
To prove Theorem 1, we will use reducible smoothable curves Y in
IP” and the properties of stable bundíes on reducible curves proved in
[6] and [2].
We work over an algebraically closed fleid k with char (1<) = 0.
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1 Preliminary remarks
Let X be a smooth projective curve and 1’ E X. Consider two vector
bundies E and E on X fitting in an exact sequence
0-> E-*F-*Op-->0,
where Op is the skyscraper sheaf of length 1 supported by P. Note that
we have rank (E) = rank (F) and dey (F) = dey (E) + 1.
We will say that E is obtained from E making a positive elementartj
travisformation supported by 1’ and that E is obtained from E making
a viegative elementary travisformation supported by P.
Note that a negative elernentary transformation of the vector bundie
E supported by a point P E X corresponds to a point of the projec-
tive bundle lP(F) belonging to the fiber IP(F)p. Moreover a positive
elementary transforrnation of the vector bundle E supported by P E X
corresponds to a point of F(EV)p.
Remark 2. Fix asmooth projective curve X of genus y =2 and integers
r, 6 with r > 0. It is very well-known (see for instance [3] Lemma 2.5
in arbitrary characteristic) that for a general E E M(X; r, 6) we have
that a general negative elementary transformation of E and a general
positive elementary transformation of E are both stable.
Since ehar(k) = 0, a strong result is true: tbere is a Zariski open
dense subset U of M(X; r, 6) such that for every E E U every positive
elementary transformationof E is stable and also every negative elemen-
tary transformation of E is stable (use [8] Thm. 3.10, or the stronger
statement [7] Thm. 4.4, quoted in [8] Rem. 3.14).
We wihl not use this stronger statement, but we wilI use the weaker
statement in the following form.
Let Z(X; r, 6) be a ramified covering of M(X; r, 6) such that on
2(X;r,6) tbere is a semi-universal family a : E -4 2(X;r,6) of sta-
ble vector bundíes with rank r and degree 6. E is called a semi-universal
bundle on 2(X;r,6).
The projective bundle IP(EV) -4 2(X; r,6) pararneterizes the posi-
tive elementary transforrnations of the vector bundíes corresponding to
the points of 2(X; r, 6). Set Z’(X; r, 6) := IP(EV). Hy the flrst part of
the Remark we obtain a rational map /3 fromn 2’(X; ‘“, 6) toM(X; r, 6+1).
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Hy using negative elementary transformations, from the flrst part of the
Remark, we obtain that the aboye rational map is dorninant.
Notation 3. The aboye construction rnay be done for fiat families of
smooth curves with a prescribed section.
We will calI this type of construction “up to adding parameters”
and we will pass very often to ramified covering to obtain semi-universal
families of bundíes and families of sections of fiat families of curves just
saying “up to a finite covering”.
As in [3], §2, we consider the following concept:
Definition 4. Leí X be a smooth projective curve of yenus y=2 avid
E a rank r vector bundie o» X.
Leí t(E) be ihe mínima) integer t such thai a yevieral G E
M(X; r, dey (E) + 1)18 oblaiviedftnm E by 1 positive elementary travis-
forrnations, i.e. .such thai O has a subsheaf isomorphic lo E. We wil¿
cal! 1(E) ihe generality index ofE.
Remark 5. a) If E is a rank r vector bundle on X, from Remark 2,
we have that, for every 1=1(E), a general GE M(X;r,dey (E) +1)18
obíained from E by 1 (general) positive elementary transformations.
Note that for every une bundle L E Pic(X) we have t(E®L) = 1(E).
Easy examples with direct sums of line bundíes show that the integer
1(E) dependa on the instability degree of the bundie E.
b) Following the construction of Remark 2, we can define “up to a
finite covering” the scheme Z(t)(X; r, 6) parameterizing 1 positive ele-
mentary transformations of stable bundies 1» M(X; r, 6) and we have a
rational map [4] /3: 2(t)(X;r,6)~~.*M(X;r,6+t).
If E E M(X; r, 6), denote by /3E the restriction of the aboye rational
map /3 to the fiber of ZW(X;r,6) at E. Then for 1 > 1(E), we have
that the rational map /3E is dominant.
c) Let E e M(X; r, 6), the scheme parameterizing 1 positive elemen-
tary transformations of E is of dimension rl. Then if the aboye rational
map /3E is dominant, we have rl > r2(g — 1) + 1. Thus we obtain the
bound 1(E) =r(g — 1) + 1.
In [3] we proved the following results:
Lemma 6. a) ([3] Lemma 2.8) We have t(rOx) = ry (r =2).
b) ([3] Lemma 2.9) Leí E be a mnk r vector bundie o» X spanned
by ¿te y¡obal sectiovis. Thevi 1(E)=(r — 1)dey (E) + ry.
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Remark 7. Denote by G(r, u) the Grassmannian of the rank r quo-
tients of k”. Let X be a smooth projective curve of genus y =2 and
E E M(X;r,6). Assume 6> 2gr+r. Since h’(X,E(—P— P’)) =
h’(X;E(—2P)) = O for ah P,P’ eX ([9] Lemma 5.2), wc have that E
is spanned by its global sections and the quotient 0x ® H0(X, E) —+
E —>0 induces ay embedding ~ X —> G(r,u), where u — h0(X E) =
6+r(I —y).
2 Proof of Theorem 1
We describe the proof 1» several steps.
Step 1. We describe dic srnoothable nodal curves we use.
Let Hom~(X, IP”) be the scheme parameterizing the degree d non-
o
degenerate embeddings of X in IP”. It gives a subscheme II of the
Hilbert scheme [4] Hilbd,
2(IP”) parameterizing the degree d genus y
o
curves in IP”. The scheme II is irreducible and, since d > 2g — 2, we
o
have tic Hilbd,g(IP”)reg.
o
Let libe the open subset of the closure of Hin Hilbd,,(IP”) forma!
by reduced curves with only nodes as singularities.
Fix a very ample hine bundie L E Pic”~~(X) with h’(X, L) = 0.
Let h X —> IP” := IP(H
0(X,L)) be the corresponding llnearly normal
embedding.
Set Y := h(X) and denote by N := IV,, = Ny its normal bundle.
Wehavedeg(N(—1))=2(n+g)+2y--2. Since N(—1) isapanned by
its global sections, by Lemma 6, we have t(N(—1))=(vi — 2)(4y + 2»—
2) + (vi — 1)g. Hence 1(N) = t(N(—1))=(5» — 9)y + (vi — 2)(2vi —2).
Note that d — vi—y =1(N). Fix 1 := d — vi — y general points g of
Y and for every point P~ a general une D, passing through it, 1 = <t.
Set Z := Y U (Uk,D~). By [11](or see [1] ThmO, for a stronger
statement), Z is smoothable to a curve C given by a degree d embedding
of X in IP”, Le. Z E fi.
Wc calI Sy the subacheme of II parameterizing alí such curves Z
with fixed Y and varying the points P, and the lines D
1, 1 <¿ < 1, with
the only restrictions that for every 1 we have P, E D~, D1 fl Y =
D~ intersects quasi-transversaily Y and D, fl D, = 0 for i ~ j. These
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restrictions are equivalent to the fact tbat Z is of arithmetic genus y.
Denote by g(1, vi) the Grassmannian of the lines in IP” and by
Qy (1,») the subvariety of Q(1, vi) formed by the Unes of IP” meeting
Y-
The scheme ,Sy is isomorphic to an open subset of the symmetric
t-product S(É)(Qv(1, vi)) of gv (1,»).
If Z is a nodal curve as aboye, the bundle Nz¡y is obtained from
the normal bundle N of Y making 1 positive elementary transforma-
tiovis supported by the points Pi, 1 < i < 1 and, for every i, uniquely
determined by the plane defined by D~ and the tangent line of Y at Pi
([5] Cor. 3.2 and its proof for the casen> 3).
Since 1 = d—vi—g=1(N), varying the general points F’~ of Y and the
lines D~ with 1’, E D, for alí i, “up to a finite covering” the associated
bundíes Nzjy cover a Zariski open dense subset of M(X; vi — 1, (vi +
1)(vi + y) + 2g —2 + 1) (see Remark 5).
Note that, for every i, NZ¡DI is a general positive elementary trans-
formation of N01 ~ (vi — l)Opm (1) ([5] Cor 3.2 and its proofs for tbe
case vi > 3), then NZ¡DÍ ~ Or’t
2) e (vi — 2)O~i(1) (if F 15 a vector
bundle and s is a positive integer, we denote by sF the direct sum of s
copies of F).
Step 2. We covisider auzíliarij buvidies assodated to Ihe normal buvidie.
Consider the aboye reducible curve Z. For ah integers 1 with 1 < 1 < 1
take Q, E D
1, Q, # Pi and the bundie N5 on Z obtained by Nz making
a general negative elementary transformation supported by the points
Qí, - - . , Qt- We have an exact sequence of sheaves on Z
Note that Q, E Zreg, then we may define a negative elementary
transformation supported by Q, of a bundle on the singular curve Z. The
sheaf NS 18 locally free and such that ~ N~jy, because the points
Q,,..,Q~ do not belong to Y, NSÍD ~ (vi —l)O~i(i), for 1 < 1 <1
because ,y is general.
Now set N := 14(—Q, — - - - — Qt). We have that N~ is a locally
free sheaf on Z, with N$D ~ (vi — ~ for every 1 < 1 < 1 and
~ Nz1y.
We claim that N¡~< is spanned hy its global sections and that
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h’ (Z, N~) = 0. To check the claim consider the following Mayer-Vietoris
exact sequence:
0—> N —> N~1~ e (e~lN~D~) —> @—,N” —*0rip,
The triviality of N,D., for every 1 < 1 < t, implies the surjectivity
of the last map of global sections induced by the aboye exact sequence.
Moreover N~1~ is spanned, thus N¡~ is spanned.
Step 3. We covistn¿ct a fiat farnily of siable auxiliang buvidies.
Let C be the universal curve of II (see Step 1). C is a subscheme of
IPA and we can Consider the normal bundle Nc~p~, that is fi-fiat (the
curves in II are locally complete intersection).
lfC is a curve of fi, a negative elementary transformation of Nc ~S
given by a k-point of the projective bundle IP(Ncy), Le. by a quotient
Nc —* k —*0.
The scheme E parameterizing the negative elementary transforma-
tions of the normal bundle of curves in fi is given by the projective
bundle JP(Ncirn).
If Y is a X-scheme, we denote by S42(Y) the symmetric t-product
of Y on X.
Moreover, we denote by Hilb1(Y/X) the relative Hilbert scheme of
1 points of Y.
Let T be the scheme parameterizing the curves C of fi with 1 as-
signed distinct points. 1’ is ay open irreducible subscheme of the relative
Hilbert scheme Hilbt(C/fi) ayd it is isomorphic to an open subscheme
of the symmetric product SIP(C).
Let U be the scheme parameterizing the aboye curves Z having an
assigned point Q, on ea.ch une D1, with Q, # Pi- The schemeUz parame-
terizing the aboye configurations with fixed Y is isomorphic lo an open
subecheme of the symmetric product SQ)(fly(1, vi)), where Qy(1, vi) is
the universal scheme over Qy(1, vi). Note that U is an open subscheme
of an irreducible component of the boundary T \ 1V, where 1V is the
open subecheme of 1’ consisting of smooth curves.
Now let T’ be the scheme paranieterizing the curves C of II with
1 assigned (smooth) distinct points Qi,... , Qt and with a negative ele-
mentary traysformation of Nc supported by Qí, - - . Qt-
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T’ la an open irreducible subacheme of the relative Hilbert acheme
Hi¡b~(E/lH) and it laiaomorphic toan open subscheme of the symmetric
product SW(E).
We have a fi-morphiam r : —> It
For every point (C, Q,, ... , Qt, i>) of T’, it la well-defined a Iocally
free subsheaf N¿~ of Nc fitting in an exact sequence
We have ravik(Ng) = vi — 1 and dey(Nfl = dey(N) = deg(Nz1y).
We claim that for a general point of T’, the bundle N¿~ ja atable.
It is sufficient to prove the claim for a general (Z, Q,, ... , Qt, n) E
c
1(U) (sn [6] Thm. 2.4). We have that N
1~ ~ Nziy ja atable and
that for every lime D, the bundle N1~ ja trivial ayd hence semistable.
Then N is a atable bundle on Z (see [2]Lemma 1.1).
Step 4. We covistrucí rnorphLsms ¿vi a Gmssmaviviaavi.
By Remark 7, the aboye bundle N~ la apanned by ita global sectiona, we
have h’(C, Ng) = O and N~ gives ay embedding X ~ C G(vi —1, u),
where u — h
0(C Ng) = d + 3y + vi2 + vi — 3.
Note that N is apanned by it~ global sectiona (Step 2) and H0(Z, N~)
induces a morphiam of Z in G(vi — 1, u) which embeda Y and contracta
the lines Q to the images of the pointa Pi-
Hence we have also a fiat family of morphisms froní X into the
Grasamannian G(vi — 1, u) (we have u — h0(Z, N~) = h0(Y, NjY) =
h0(C, Ng)), such that the image of alí curves are alí iaomorphic to X and
the bundíes N~
1,, and Ng arise as restriction of the universal quotient
bundle of G(vi— l,v).
Step 5. We coviciude.
Since, “up to a finite covering”, varying Z in Sy we obtain as N~, a
Zariski dense open subset ofM(X; n—1, 6), where 6 = (n+2)y+d+vi
2—2
(Step 1), we have that Ihe bundíes Ng cover a Zariski dense open aubset
of M(X;vi— 1,6).
Theoremn 1 follows froní Remark 2 ayd the way we obtained N~ from
Nc.
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